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CoNNeCt yoUr pC to A Wireless NetWork

GreAt coNNectioN reliABility
rotatable high-gain antenna allows for

enhanced wireless reception
and reliable connection

eAsy coNFiGUrAtioN
Use the Quick setup Wizard and 

Wi-Fi protected setup™ (Wps) for easy, 
automatic connection to a wireless network

iNcreAsed speed ANd rANGe
Wireless N 150 technology gives you greater speed and 

range than 802.11g/b1 standards 

HiGH-speed Wireless NetWorkiNG
Connect to a high-speed wireless network with the d-link Wireless N 150 High-Gain UsB Adapter and enjoy surfing the web, checking e-mail, and chatting 
with family and friends online. the dWA-127 uses Wireless N 150 technology, which offers faster speeds and greater range than 802.11g/b,1 providing you with 
a faster and more reliable wireless connection.

eNHANCed Wireless rANGe
dWA-127 Wireless N 150 High-Gain UsB Adapter has a high-gain antenna that provides a boosted signal reception so that you can enjoy wireless coverage 
over a wider distance than with a regular wireless adapter. the antenna is also rotatable so you can eliminate dead spots by fine-tuning the antenna 
positioning to get the best available wireless connectivity. 

CoNNeCt seCUrely to yoUr Wireless NetWork
to protect your data and maintain your privacy while surfing the web, the Wireless N 150 High-Gain UsB Adapter supports Wep, WpA, and WpA2 encryption 
which enable you to connect to and access a secure wireless network. this allows you to securely shop and pay online and check e-mail with confidence.

eAsy to iNstAll & CoNNeCt
d-link’s Quick setup Wizard enables easy setup of your dWA-127 so you can get connected quickly. Wi-Fi protected setup (Wps) allows you to set up a 
secure wireless connection with just the push of a button. this eliminates the need for complicated configuration, thus simplifying setup and saving you time 
and hassle. the dWA-127 has a UsB interface so it can be connected to both a notebook or a desktop computer.




